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chiefly economic: as the Arthasastra says, The one great
need is wealth'. But Mogul splendour was an added
burden.
Of the founder of the great Mogul dynasty, Babur,
we know much. His own Memoirs give us a partial auto-
biography, though with long gaps, and there are contem-
porary works of art, including portraits, and descriptions
of the great adventurer and his romantic career. Here
is excellent reading for those who like tales of bloodshed
and of personal heroism; but he stands almost outside the
story of India, though he regarded himself as rightful heir
to the Empire of Timur.
Like all his house, he was a strange mixture; often
drunk, yet always religious; frank about his sins, which
he often renounced; a poet as well as a soldier, a devoted
father who set his face against the family rivalries so usual
in this age, a just ruler according to his lights; 'a very
gallant gentleman* says his latest biographer. A man of
immense vitality, with a genius for friendship and a broad
humanity, he 'had not merely to conquer a kingdom; he
had to recreate a theory of kingship'. And for this he had
neither the capacity nor the length of days granted in over-
flowing measure to his grandson Akbar.
Nor had his son, Humayun, the personality and the
gifts. He is like Bindusara, son and father of a genius,
himself of less than average ability. He was a slave to
opium and lacked moral purpose in other ways. Yet he
handed on to Akbar—born of a romantic marriage with a
girl of thirteen—-the charm and culture of his race* And
he tried to give him a good education, though he was
for many years himself a homeless wanderer. He died in
1556, when Akbar was thirteen.
Ill
Akbar was named Badru-d-din—'the Full Moon of the
Faith'—and Muhammad Akbar—'Muhammad the Great',
If ever names mean anything these were big with destiny

